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ABSTRACT Digital Twin (DT) is an emerging technology that replicates any physical phenomenon from
a physical space to a digital space in congruence with the physical state. However, devising a Healthcare
DTmodel for patient care is seen as a challenging task as the lack of adequate data collection structure. There
are also security and privacy concerns as healthcare data is very sensitive and can be used in malicious ways.
Because of these current research gaps, the proper way of acquiring the structured data andmanaging them in
a secure way is very important. In this article, we present a mathematical data model to accumulate the patient
relevant data in a structured and predefined way with proper delineation. Additionally, the provided data
model is described in harmony with real life contexts. Then, we have used the patient centric mathematical
data model to formally define the semantic and scope of our proposed Healthcare Digital Twin (HDT ) system
based on Blockchain. Accordingly, the proposed system is described with all the key components as well as
with detailed protocol flows and an analysis of its different aspects. Finally, the feasibility of the proposed
model with a critical comparison with other relevant research works have been provided.

INDEX TERMS Digital twin (DT), healthcare, mathematical model, blockchain.

I. INTRODUCTION
According to the latest statistics from theWorld Health Orga-
nization, about 930 million people worldwide are at risk of
falling into poverty due to out-of-pocket health spending of
10% or more of their household budget [1]. Currently, there
is a surge in improving the healthcare situation and a myriad
of developments are ongoing in the healthcare sector with
respect to Artificial Intelligence [2]–[4], Big data [5], [6],
and in other spectrum. Though, it is not something that can
be assuaged outright, whereas the real problem is not in the
slow advancement of the technology, rather the mishaps in
real life, e.g., adverse events, late diagnosis, etc [7]. DT can
bring an immediate alteration in the healthcare sector from
its root by incorporating analysis, predictive measurements,
decision making paradigm, and data collection [8].

There are some notable developments in the healthcare
sector incorporating DT. Martinez-Velazquez et al. [9] have
developed a cardio twin based on the heart that can mitigate
the risk of any Ischemic heart disease. Barbiero et al. [10]
have proposed a general framework to provide a panoramic
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view over current and future physiological conditions. How-
ever, the recent developments in DT for the healthcare sector,
have some drawbacks from the perspective of data sharing,
storage, and access control [11]. Also, without any proper
framework, collecting a large amount of data haphazardly
will cause a disarray which will perpetuate when involving
other data transformation techniques [12]. For these reasons,
it is a prominent task to decide in which way DTwill perceive
which healthcare data from which dimensions [13]. To solve
these problems, we propose a structured mathematical data
model to collect the patients’ data in a systematic and pre-
defined way so that a cluster of acute information about a
physical patient and its surrounding environments can be
accumulated while they are at the hospital. With the proposed
datamodel the patient can be individually identified as well as
the patient portfolio can be concocted with the clinical data.

It is often reported that people show a lack of con-
cern regarding the security of the health data which
leads to integrity and confidentiality breaches [14]. Around
881 breach reports have been recorded within the last
24 months and are under investigation by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Health & Human Services [15]. Therefore, to effec-
tively solve this problem, a system is needed that can store
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FIGURE 1. Paper structure.

and keep data securely with proper structure. Moreover,
around 60% of the counties in the world have the capacity
to review the progress and performance of the healthcare
systems and around 59% can use data to drive policies and
planning for the health sectors [16]. To cover these wide
distributed nationwide healthcare sectors, having the men-
tioned potentials, a distributed network can be implemented
by enforcing a distributed storage facility without any central
governing authority [17]. For this reasons, the blockchain
technology can be integrated with DT to accumulate this
insurmountable health data in a structured and distributed
way with adequate security properties. In a blockchain based
DT system for healthcare, blockchain renders the services
of collecting intricate and diverse data immutably with
proper access and sharing mechanism, on the other hand,
DT provides proper data analysis, aggregation, prognosis,
and representation services which are conducive to build a
proper healthcare DT. To mitigate these issues, in this arti-
cle, we present a concrete mathematical model for patients’
clinical data and then propose a blockchain based Healthcare
Digital Twin system based on the presented data model.

A. CONTRIBUTION
The major contributions of this article is presented below:

1) A patient centric mathematical data model to represent
the patient data in a defined and structured way.

2) The proper delineation of the clinical data with real
life contexts which will be perceived by DT while the
patient is on the treatment phase.

3) A blockchain integrated Healthcare Digital Twin
System architecture based on the proposed data
model with proper threat modeling and requirement
analysis.

4) A number of protocol flows utilizing the blockchain
based system which showcases how the system can be
utilized in different scenarios.

5) A detailed analysis of the proposed system covering
its feasibility, advantages/disadvantages, comparisons
with Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA) [18] and the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) [19] as well as with other existing
research works.

6) Finally, the limitations and the future scopes of the
presented system.

B. STRUCTURE
Section II presents a brief background on Digital Twin,
Healthcare Digital Twin, and Blockchain. Next, we criti-
cally review a number of relevant researches in Section III.
In Section IV, the mathematical data model is presented
with some pragmatic examples. Then, we provide the
detailed threat model and requirement analysis in Section V.
Next, Section VI outlines the architecture of the blockchain
Based System for Healthcare Digital Twin. After that,
in Section VII, a number of protocol flows utilising the
proposed system is illustrated with some use-cases. We dis-
cuss how the proposed system for Healthcare DT has helped
to satisfy different requirements and explore its feasibility,
advantages and disadvantages, a comparison withHIPAA and
GDPR as well as with some recent research works, limita-
tions, and future work of the presented model in Section VIII.
Finally, Section IX. concludes our findings.

II. BACKGROUND
In this section we present a brief background on Digital Twin,
Healthcare Digital Twin, and Blockchain and its different
aspects.

A. DIGITAL TWIN (DT)
DT stands for the representation of the anatomy of a digital
asset in a digital space which is the depiction of a physical
phenomena from a physical space. It is a complex system
which keeps the consistency between a digital and physical
space and can develop cognitive knowledge about the physi-
cal environment [20]. The most prominent task of DT is the
interaction between the physical and digital scenarios [21].
With the rapid growth of new generation of information
technologies like Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) and
Internet of Things (IoT), data collection from each aspect of
a physical phenomenon can be modulated conveniently [22].
DT can be divided into 2 types depending on for which
purpose it will be used [23]:
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1) DIGITAL TWIN FOR DEVELOPING A PRODUCT
This type represents a physical product which has not been
developed yet, however, its representative DT already has all
the information necessary to develop the physical product.
In this respect, by using previous knowledge, the current state
of the development, work distribution, product description,
etc, DT can predict the workflow and the behavior of the
product. For example: a DT can be implemented while at the
manufacturing phase of a hospital. This falls under the Prod-
uct LifecycleManagement (PLM [24]–[26]) in the healthcare
sector.

2) DIGITAL TWIN FOR AN INDIVIDUAL INSTANCE
This type of DT has the awareness of a physical product
or a non-spatial phenomenon and can constantly update the
virtual state with the real time data from the physical space
through IoT devices [27]. Let us assume that an automobile
has been built with each important part integrated with sen-
sors. So, the DT would be constantly receiving the data from
this vehicle and could assess the current state of the instance
through vehicle health management [28]. The maintenance
time of a part, the longevity of the product, and other factors
can be devised remotely which will lead to derive the knowl-
edge of the instance.

B. HEALTHCARE DIGITAL TWIN
The primary requirement for being a DT is that both the
virtual and physical properties need to be congruous at any
moment of time for the corresponding purpose. From the
scope of a patient centric Healthcare DT, it means a virtual
patient in a digital space requiring a bulk of data, representing
the patient from a physical space. But just by having only
one facet of the patient data, it cannot have a holistic pic-
ture of a patient who might face uncertain health mishaps.
It needs all the pertinent data of medication, hospital, and
management of a patient [29]. We also need to consider that
the human body is full of complexities depending on many
external influences like environments, age, social activities,
etc. In addition, the causal factors of a disease or co-morbidity
is a completely separate case where different aspects will
play differently for different individuals [30]. For this reason,
from birth till death, if all the relevant data about the patient
can be accumulated as much as possible, the DT can analyze
and give accurate deduction on the current state or even can
predict future threats for the patient by perceiving real time
data [31]. This is the main motivation for a patient centric
healthcare DT [23]. This is useful in many scenarios, e.g.,
someone needing to observe a patient remotely at a particular
instance, and then the DT will provide all the necessary data
for responding to the interrogation.

C. BLOCKCHAIN
Blockchain is a distributed ledger where a ledger containing
all the blocks’ data is distributed to all the peer nodes over the
network. Because of this replication process over a distributed

network, immutability and non-reputability can be easily
achieved [32]. Also, by remedying the hassle of depending
on a third party and central authority, blockchain has ren-
dered an advent of technological evolution. With blockchain,
members of disparate groups can carry out transactions in
a distributed environment without the need of a centralized
system [33]. The data stored in a blockchain is append-only
as blocks can only be added at the end of the blockchain
and all the blocks are linked with its previous block with
the help of Cryptographic Hash Function [34]. Once a block
is validated and added to the chain it cannot be erased or
updated [35]. Nevertheless, it becomes really cumbersome
to achieve the same state for all the nodes having the same
ordered blocks of blockchain over a distributed environment.
Thus, blockchain has adopted a mechanism called consensus
which uses the prior agreement of the rules and follows the
principle of majority dominance [36]. As a result, blockchain
system primarily depends on consensus algorithms which
ensure consistency over the distributed nodes [37].

Blockchain can be generally categorized in 2 types:
• Public Blockchain: A public blockchain allows anyone
to participate in creating and validating blocks as well as
write data on the blockchain. A public blockchain has no
restriction over nodes, for this reason it is also called a
permissionless blockchain [38]. In a public blockchain,
all the transactions are public and the participants are
anonymous. It has been proven to be eminent in terms
of security, whereas in terms of propagation it takes a
considerable amount of time, consequently, transaction
throughput is limited and the latency is comparatively
high [39]. Some examples of public blockchain sys-
tems are Bitcoin [40] and Ethereum [41] and public
blockchain systems for healthcare are: MedRec [42],
FHIRChain [43], etc.

• Private Blockchain: A private blockchain is permis-
sioned and only a predefined set of entities can take
part in the validation process. Such a blockchain has
no concern of energy consumption and renders enough
security [44]. Because of the small of participants
in the block validation process, the synchronization
of the blocks over the distributed network is very
prompt [45]. There are circumstances where the pri-
vacy and the obscurity of systems’ data are mandatory,
e.g., in financial statements, health data, etc. In those
cases, a private blockchain is used and for the same
reason, we also envision our Healthcare DT system to
utilize a private blockchain platform. The prominent pri-
vate blockchain platforms are Hyperledger Fabric [46],
Hyperledger Sawtooth [47], and Corda [48]. There
are some private blockchain based healthcare systems,
e.g., HealthChain [49], ModelChain [17], Ancile [34],
MeDShare [50], etc.

D. SMART CONTRACTS
Smart contracts are computer programs that are deployed
within a blockchain platform and can be executed on
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distributed networks among distrusted entities. It translates
real life contractual conditions into executable computer
codes, integrates them with digital assets, and can run
autonomously without any trusted authority [51]. As a smart
contract runs inside an immutable blockchain environment,
its code is immutable and therefore the required contract
needs to be properly validated before deploying it on the
blockchain [52].

III. RELATED WORK
From the advent of DT, because of its numerous adaptability
and usefulness, it has piqued the attention of the researchers.
Here we provide an overview of some of the recent notable
research. Peng et al. [53], in their article have presented a
construction case on hospital DT in China, which had already
been built. The authors have delineated how the hospital
twin has been developed based on Continuous Lifecycle
Integration method. A lot of sensors, for acquiring real time
data of the hospital, have been planted during construction
and the whole system can be controlled from a single point
through DT. However, there is nothing mentioned about
access control and encryption mechanisms for the collected
data.

On the other hand, Liu et al. [54] have proposed a cloud
based framework with healthcare DT. The reason behind the
project is that there are elder people who hardly take medical
services because of their indifference toward diseases. The
authors have developed the system comprising of 4 parts:
Physical object, Virtual object, Cloud healthcare service plat-
form, and healthcare data. Although, some important aspects
have been described, however, no algorithm has been men-
tioned for the predictive measures.

With the help of edge computing, in this article [9], the
authors have developed a healthcare Twin to alleviate heart
diseases. The real time data will be collected through IoT
devices with the means of smartphones and the resultant
data will be stored in a central data storage after going
through data fusion transformation. They have developed
the twin in 3 structures: data source, AI-Inference Engine,
and Multi-modal Interaction and Smart Service. Their main
incentive is to train a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN),
though the issues of data storage and security concerns have
not been addressed.

A similar type of work has been presented by
Shamanna et al. [55], introducing Precision Nutrition to DT.
The paper is about Twin Precision Nutrition (TPN) which
monitors a group of 64 years old type 2 diabetic patients to
reduce HbA1c in blood. The platform collects data from body
sensors and a mobile app (TPN) to track and analyze the body
health signals in order to personalize the patients’ treatment.
Although the system is devising results based on real time
data, the authors have not provided any mechanism by which
they have conducted the analysis.

Barbiero et al. [56], in their article have proposed an archi-
tecture combining the qualities of a generative model with a
graph-based representation of pathophysiological conditions.

Using synthetic data with augmented explorable states of
the underlying biological system, their proposed model can
simulate intricate clinical situations which would have been
hard to analyze otherwise. They have used numerous data
models to collect data in a structured way. Moreover, they
have utilized graph neural networks for deep learning and
produced predictions about the evolution of the physiological
state of the patient.

In [57], Petrova et al. have proposed a DT platform for
exploring the behavioral changes in patients with proven
cognitive disorders with a focus on multiple sclerosis. One
of the primary components of this platform is functional-
ity for collecting data for the DT. Another component is
advanced analytical application which provides services for
data aggregation, enrichment, analysis, and visualization, and
can be used to produce new knowledge and support decisions.
The authors have mentioned that the patients’ data will be
collected from Electronic Health Records (EHRs), open clin-
ical datasets, data from social networks, and other external
applications. However, they have not provided any necessary
steps to stop data integrity and confidentiality breaches.

A risk diagnosis Digital Twin system has been proposed
in [58] to enhance the decisionmakings for liver diseases with
explainable artificial intelligence. The authors have used the
RandomForest (RDF)model they have developed and a state-
of-the-art explainable artificial intelligence library called
Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations (LIME).
As healthcare is a delicate matter for this reason they have
proposed to use explainable AI. The authors have provided
sufficient information about the algorithms but have not men-
tioned anything about storage facilities and security.

One of the most notable and recent works in Healthcare DT
can be found in [59]. In this work, the authors have proposed
and implemented a framework which is beneficial to digital
healthcare and healthcare operations. An intelligent context-
aware healthcare system is described and it is mainly focused
on diagnosing heart problems and detecting heart disease
by classifying ECG heart rhythms with DT. DT combines
Artificial Intelligence (AI), Data Analytics, IoT, Virtual and
Augmented Reality paired with digital and physical objects.
This integration allows real time data analysis, status moni-
toring to tackle problems before they even occur. It also pro-
vides insights regarding riskmanagement, cost reduction, and
future opportunities prediction. Like other works discussed
here, they have not taken any precaution to safeguard the
stored data.

In article [60], the authors have provided a vision about
how multi-agent systems can be integrated with DT in the
healthcare domain. Here, multi-agent means a software agent
which can give a response before taking any action. From
the perspective of DT, agents provide a blueprint for engi-
neering intelligent systems embedding AI and Distributed AI
techniques, featuring some level of autonomy on top of DTs,
so that DT features can be exploited. But, the authors
have not provided any empirical process or analysis for the
proposal.
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From these developments, it is understandable that a large
degree of advancement is happening in the healthcare sector
for DT. Unfortunately, the most grievous issue is, how this
learning and analysis will proceed if elaborated and sophisti-
cated data cannot be gathered from the physical environment.
Also, how this bulk data and insights can be stored with
integrity and confidentiality is the main concern for DT in the
Healthcare sector. With these in mind, we will try to assuage
the collection of ambiguous data by providing a conceptual
data model mathematically in Section IV and will solve
the insecure storing problem by representing a full system
architecture for blockchain based Healthcare Digital Twin
in Section VI.

IV. MATHEMATICAL DATA REPRESENTATION
Let us denote the Healthcare DT system as HDT and more-
over H and P denote the set of all hospitals and patients
respectively under HDT . The set of peripheral hospitals can
be denoted as HP. To have a comprehensive and cogent
understanding, let us consider a scenario where Brad is
a patient who was using services from some hospitals,
hp ∈ HP, outside of HDT , as a result no data about Brad is
available in HDT and now he is inclined to take the services
of our proposed HDT . So, he will go through the registration
process in a hospital, h ∈ H under HDT . His patient identity
will be stored with a unique userName which can be worked
as an identifier and at the same time all his patient centric
previous data will be collected from hp with the means of a
system, s ∈ S under HDT . S renders the chance to extract
data from outside the jurisdiction of HDT with the help of
some special APIs. The elaborated analysis of System S has
been given in Section VI and Section VII andHDT = {H , S}.

A human body works in a complex way. For this reason
which factors affect the body in which way is very difficult
to estimate. For this reason, from social status to health
condition, all data regarding Bradwill be accumulated to have
a better understanding of any disease and the surroundings.
Social data contains Brad’s age, home attributes, workplace,
etc [61]. There is a possibility that Brad’s condition is already
severe and he has been taking care-giving services so Brad’s
caregivers’ information will be collected from hp. There will
be a myriad of similar types of data like Brad’s previous
tests, medication, surgery data which will be accumulated
succinctly. There are some special types of data like food
intake, regular exercise, breathing counts, etc, which will
be collected with the consent of Brad as self reported data
assuming Brad will provide the correct data in a timely man-
ner. Here, we assume that Brad will be honest providing such
data accurately for the betterment of his own health. With all
this data, before admitting Brad into h, an aggregated Pre-
Hospital Admit Data can be achieved which will enhance the
chances of remedying the disease and will portray a better
holistic representation of Brad’s regular life and Brad as a
patient. Most of the Pre-Hospital Admit Data can be collected
with the help of s and the process is illustrated in Figure 2.

FIGURE 2. Pre-Hospital Admit Data (PHA): The necessary data required
before introducing a patient to the system.

TABLE 1. Notation & semantics for pre-hospital admit data.

The necessary semantics and notations for Pre-Hospital
Admit Data are described in Table 1.

As our Healthcare DT system has an explicit objective to
assuage the ambiguity for the care of patients, defining the
encompassing data of patients will be the most prominent
and preemptive task. So, while introducing a patient, p ∈ P,
like Brad who is new to the HDT , it is ubiquitous that there
will be various Pre-Hospital Admit Data that needs to be
collected through s ∈ S from other systems meticulously
with proper structure. The subscript of any data representative
set notation will represent the domain or system of that data.
Then, ph denotes the set of all patients in a hospital h ∈ H .
The superscript will represent the entity. A special kind of set
AA will subsume the attributes for the data set. The subscript
and superscript of AAwill represent the data set and the entity
providing the data respectively. In the same manner, a special
kind set AV will subsume the respective values for AA. So,
Social Data (SDps ) of Pre-Hospital Admit Data for p under s
with respect to time is defined in Equation (1), as shown at
the bottom of the next page.
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For convenience let us consider all the data was accumu-
lated at the same time (Tstamp). As a patient, Brad’s Social
Data can be considered as presented in Equation (2), as shown
at the bottom of the page, where SDBrads represents a set of
Social Data for Brad under system s ∈ S. In the samemanner,
VSps , MD

p
s , SR

p
s , PSG

p
s , and PTD

p
s can be defined.

Let CGS be the set of all caregivers in s and CGDS be the
set of data for caregivers in S. Like before, CGDS can be
represented as defined in Equation (3), as shown at the bottom
of the page.
Definition 1: Let, patientToCaregiver : P × S →

P(CGS × CGDS ) be the function which returns the set of
caregivers for a particular patient within system S.
For brevity, we denote such a set of caregivers with the

notation CGps for a patient p ∈ P in a system s ∈ S. That is,

patientToCaregiver(p, s) = CGps

Let us say, the system s (from where Brad had been tak-
ing services) has Caregivers’ data represented according to
Equation (4), as shown at the bottom of the page. So,
patientToCaregiver (Brad, s) = CGBrads can be accumulated
using Definition (1). An example is provided in Equation (5),
as shown at the bottom of the page. All the accessible pre-
viously stored data regarding Brad’s caregivers from other
systems can also be amassed with the help of the function
defined in Definition (1).

At this point, all the external data before admitting into
the hospital for patient p can be accumulated as Pre-Hospital
Admit Data and can be depicted as Equation (6), as shown at
the bottom of the page.

Now, Brad has become a patient of the hospital h ∈ H
under HDT . Before starting the treatment, Brad’s disease
needs to be determined. So, to determine Brad’s disease,
a specialist physician will be assigned [62]. The physician

will provide a Check-Up Prescription containing a myriad
of tests and health conditions. After getting the Check-Up
Prescription, Brad will go through the tests. The tests data
will be recorded as Diagnose Test Data [63]. There may need
of some continuous monitoring of vital sign, so the necessary
sensor data will also be collected as Patient Sensor Data. After
having all this data, the physician can provide an accurate
evaluation for Brad’s disease and the whole data can be
represented as Patient Disease Diagnose Data. At this point,
all the Patient Disease Diagnose Data will be stored under
domain hospital h and the process is illustrated in Figure 3.
The necessary semantics and notations for Patient Disease
Diagnose Data are described in Table 2.

Let, PHh denote the set of all physicians and surgeons
under hospital h. After admitting into a hospital h ∈ H ,
a patient p ∈ P will be examined by a physician ph ∈ PHh.
Equation (7), as shown at the bottom of the page, can define
the ph provided Check-Up Prescription (CUPph).

Let Eh denote the set of all equipment under hospital
h ∈ H . Different tests will be conducted to have a com-
pendium knowledge of the disease, advised by ph ∈ PHh.
For conducting the tests, different equipment will be used.
The Diagnose Test Data (DTDph) set for patient p ∈ P within
the system h can be represented according to Equation (8), as
shown at the bottom of the page.

All the results of the tests will be aggregated under
hospital h as TRh and an element of that can be represented
as tr ∈ TRh. Let us assume, Brad has conducted two advised
tests so Diagnose Test Data (DTDBradh ) for Brad can be por-
trayed as in Equation (9), as shown at the bottom of the page.

Let us denote the set of all sensors SNh under system h.
The sensor data (PSph ) for p, perceived from various sensors
can be considered as presented in Equation (10), as shown at
the bottom of the page. Now, the Patient Disease Diagnose

SDps =
{
(AApSD × AV p

SD)× t | AA
p
SD & AV p

SD is defined ∧ t ∈ TS
}

(1)

SDBrads =
{
(Age, 38), (Sex,male), (Address, Dhaka− BD), (Type,maintenance),

(Env., outdoor), (Tstamp, 1625240415)
}

(2)

CGDS =
{
(AAcgCGD × AV cg

CGD) | AA
cg
CGD & AV cg

CGD is defined ∧ cg ∈ CGS
}

(3)

CGS × CGDS =
{
{ (Caregiver − Name,Bob), (Patient,Brad), (Duration, 213 days),

(Tstamp, 1625240415) }, . . .
}

(4)

patientToCaregiver (Brad, s) =
{
{ (Caregiver − Name,Bob), (Duration, 213 days), (Tstamp, 1625240415) }, . . .

}
(5)

PHAps =
{
SDps ∪ VSps ∪ MDps ∪ SRps ∪ PSGps ∪ PTDps ∪ CGps

}
(6)

CUPph =
{
(AAphCUP × AV ph

CUP) × t | AAphCUP & AV ph
CUP is defined ∧ ph ∈ PHh ∧ t ∈ TS

}
(7)

DTDph =
{
(AAeDTD × AV e

DTD) × ph× t | AA
e
DTD & AV e

DTD is defined ∧ t ∈ TS ∧ e ∈ Eh
}

(8)

DTDBradh =
{
{(PhysicianName, Selim), (Type, diagnostic), (TestData, tr), (Tstamp, 1625240415)},

{(PhysicianName,Mark), (Type,Laboratory), (TestData, tr), (Timestamp, 1625240415)}
}
(9)

PSph =
{
(AAsnPS × AV sn

PS )× t | AAsnPS & AV sn
PS is defined ∧ t ∈ TS ∧ sn ∈ SNh

}
(10)

PDDph =
{
CUPph ∪ DTDph ∪ PSph

}
(11)
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FIGURE 3. Patient Disease Diagnose Data (PDD): The data accumulated while patient goes through disease
assessment phase.

Data (PDDph) aggregation set can be depicted according
to Equation (11), as shown at the bottom of the previous
page.

At this point, as a patient, Brad can be defined by the set of
Pre-Hospital Admit (PHABrads from Equation 6) and Patient
Disease Diagnose Data (PDDBradh from Equation 11). But,
there may be need of a surgery for the betterment of Brad’s
health. If a surgery will be conducted under the jurisdiction
of HDT , then this surgery data needs to be collected with
proper structure according to the defined way. Before hav-
ing the surgery, Brad will again go through some surgery
pre-requirement tests known as Pre-Operative Assessment.
Depending on the Patient Disease Diagnose Data (PDDBradh )
as well as newly found Pre-Operative Assessment Data and
with the consent of the designated physician’s statement a
surgery will be conducted by a specialist surgery team in a
preferable hospital operating room [64]. There are various
types of surgeries and depending on the type and special
circumstances, a surgery will have some defined number of
steps known as the Sequence of Surgery. For accepting the
surgery data as a precedent for prognostication, this surgery
sequence data needs to be collected in a sophisticated way
by a surgery team member. Some important or exceptional
notable criteria will also be recorded by a surgeon called
Surgeon Specific Factor [65]. After the surgery, Brad will
be under complete observation for a specific time with the
consent of the surgeon. During that time, the monitoring
data will be collected as Post-Operative Follow-up data [66].
The necessary Notation and semantics for Surgical Oper-
ative Procedure are described in Table 3 and illustrated
in Figure 4.

Surgeries will be conducted when the exigencies of the
patients’ conditions demand it. Before having a surgery,
p ∈ P will go through Pre-Operative Assessments for
the surgery specific pre-requirements according to PDDph.
If the equipment used for the test is e ∈ Eh, then
Pre-Operative Assessment (POAph) can be defined according
to Equation (12), as shown at the bottom of the next page.

Let us say, Brad needs a surgery. So, according to physician
Selim’s Check-Up Prescription, cp ∈ CUPBradh , Brad will go
through some pre-surgery tests and the results will fall under
previously mentioned test result set, TRh and tr ∈ TRh. So,
for Brad, Pre-Operative Assessment can be represented as in
Equation (13), as shown at the bottom of the next page.

There will be some surgery pertinent data, in the timeline
from p entering into the operative room to leaving, will need
to be recorded. Depending on the surgery type, a special
surgery team will operate the surgery procedures. Let us
consider, SGh as the set of all surgeries in h. STh can be
denoted as the set of all surgery teams and STDh be the set
of data for the surgery teams in h. Then, STDh can be defined
according to Equation (14), as shown at the bottom of the next
page.
Definition 2: Let, patientToSurgeryTeam : P × SGh →

P(STh×STDh) be the function which returns a set of Surgery
Team for a particular patient within system H for a surgery.
For brevity, we denote such a set of Surgery Team for a

surgery, sg ∈ SGh, with the notation ST
p
h for a patient, p ∈ P,

in a hospital, h ∈ H . That is,

patientToSurgeryTeam(p, sg) = ST ph

There is a sequence of surgery procedures depending on
the surgery type and the relevant data regarding different
sequences will be recorded by a member of ST ph , usually
surgeon’s assistant [65]. The Sequence of Surgery (SOSph ) can
be defined as in Equation (15), as shown at the bottom of the
next page.

Some special notable or exceptional attributes of the
surgery will be recorded by the surgeon and will be stored
as Surgeon Specific Factor (SSFph ) and can be defined as in
Equation (16), as shown at the bottom of the next page. In the
same manner, a compendium knowledge about Operating
Room Factor (ORFph ) regarding surgery will be recorded.
Equation (17), as shown at the bottom of the next page, can
be used to represent ORFph .
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FIGURE 4. Surgical Operative Procedure (SOP): All the surgery pertinent data.

After the surgery, patient pwill be under complete observa-
tion in hospital h. The Post-Operative Follow-up data (POFph )
for p can be defined as in Equation (18), as shown at the
bottom of the page.

Based on Patient Disease DiagnoseData and Pre-Operative
Assessment data (PDDph ∧ POAph) from Equation (11) and
Equation (13) respectively, a surgery sg ∈ SGh will be con-
ducted on a patient p by a surgery team (ST ph ) in a operating
room (ORFph ) and during the surgery sg, Sequence of Surgery
and Surgeon Specific Factor (SOSph ∧ SSF

p
h ) will be recorded

and after completing the sg the p will be under complete
observation (POFph ) for a definite time. This whole process
can be structurally defined as Surgical Operative Procedure
(SOPph) and this action can be represented as in Equation (19),
as shown at the bottom of the page.

Now after having Brad’s Pre-Hospital Admit Data, Patient
Disease Diagnose Data, and Surgical Operative Procedure
data, Brad as a Patient can be properly depicted.

TABLE 2. Notation & semantics for patient disease diagnose data.

In the same manner, for a patient p ∈ P under the
Healthcare DT system hdt ∈ HDT , HDT is comprised
of system H and S, so hdt = {h, s} where, h ∈ H
and s ∈ S, a compendium representation of Patient Data
(PDphdt ) can be defined by using Equation (20), as shown
at the bottom of the page, accumulating Equation (6), (11),
and (19).

POAph =
{
(AAePOA × AV e

POA) × t | AA
e
POA & AV e

POA is defined ∧ t ∈ TS ∧ e ∈ Eh
}

(12)

POABradh =
{
{ ( AdvisedCheckUp cp ) ( PreSurgeryTestData tr ) ( SurgeryNumber 1 ) ( Tstamp 1625240415) }

}
(13)

STDh =
{
(AAsttSTD × AV stt

STD) × SGh × t | AA
stt
STD & AV stt

STD is defined ∧ stt ∈ STh ∧ t ∈ TS
}

(14)

SOSph =
{
(AAstSOS × AV st

SOS )× sg × t | AAstSOS & AV st
SOS is defined ∧ st ∈ ST ph ∧ sg ∈ SGh ∧ t ∈ TS

}
(15)

SSFph =
{
(AAstSSF × AV st

SSF ) × sg × t | AAstSSF & AV st
SSF is defined ∧ st ∈ ST ph ∧ sg ∈ SGh ∧ t ∈ TS

}
(16)

ORFph =
{
(AAstORF × AV st

ORF ) × sg × t | AAstORF & AV st
ORF is defined ∧ st ∈ ST ph ∧ sg ∈ SGh ∧ t ∈ TS

}
(17)

POFph =
{ (

(AAphPOF × AV ph
POF ) ∪ (AAsnPOF × AV sn

POF ) ∪ (AAePOF × AV e
POF )

)
× t | AAphPOF , AV ph

POF , AAsnPOF ,

AV sn
POF , AAePOF & AV e

POF is defined ∧ sn ∈ SNh ∧ e ∈ Eh ∧ ph ∈ PHh ∧ t ∈ TS
}

(18)

SOPph = ST ph
(PDDph ∧ POA

p
h) ≺ ORFph

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

(SOSph ∧ SSF
p
h ) |H POFph

(19)

PDphdt =
{
PHAps ∪ PDDph ∪ SOPph

}
(20)
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V. THREAT MODELLING AND REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS
A. THREAT MODELLING
According to [23], a complex system has 4 emergent behav-
iors: predictable desirable, predictable undesirable, unpre-
dictable desirable, and unpredictable undesirable. In terms
of Digital Twin, where data will be perceived from physical
space in real time and, concurrently the analyzing, process-
ing, and decision making, will be done in virtual space [67],
there will be a myriad of hindrances for different reasons.
In this manner, threat modeling facilitates understanding var-
ious conundrums and threats before deploying the system
for practical use. To model threats, we have chosen a well
established threat model called STRIDE [68], developed by
Microsoft, which encapsulates different security threats as
presented below:
• T1-Spoofing Identity: The act of spoofing refers to
an adversary using the identity of an authorized entity
(e.g., as a patient or sensor) to illegally participate in
activities.

• T2-Tampering with Data: An attacker may attempt
to alter effective decisions to debase patients’ condi-
tion or hospital management processes (e.g., by increas-
ing medicine dosage, an adversary can impinge on a
patient’s health condition).

• T3-Repudiation: An attacker can repudiate after alter-
ing data.

• T4-Information Disclosure: Restricted data can be dis-
closed or made public (e.g., a leak of medical data of an
illustrious personal can bring significant ramifications in
his/her health security).

• T5-Denial of Service (DoS): The system will be
impeded to do the tasks incumbent on it.

• T6-Elevation of Privilege: An attacker might get ele-
vated privileges having higher access amenity.

In addition to these, we have considered some additional
threats which are crucial for the Hospital DT system.
• T7-Replaying Transactions:An attacker might capture
an old transaction and submit it afterwards, thus launch-
ing a replay attack.

• T8-Misuse of System Resources: Unnecessary and
overuse of system’s calculation power. e.g., naive or
with bad intentions, users may create multiple query
requests for different trivial purposes which will exert
the system’s calculating power.

As the system deals with a raft of entities, various types of
data will be exchanged from entities to entities or system to
outside. In this regard, the lack of any privacy control by any
user creates different privacy threats to the system. Based on
this assumption, the identified privacy threats are as follows.
• T9-Lack of consent: A transaction is being carried out
without the consent of a user. e.g., a read or write opera-
tion has been conducted on a personal private data which
the user is unaware of or does not know the identity of
the person who has done it.

• T10-Lack of control:Data will be accessed by different
parties from diverse domains having different trusts. So,

TABLE 3. Notation & semantics for surgical operative procedure.

an error may occur because of this byzantine access
relation.

B. REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS
1) FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS (FR)
F1. At any instance, the system should provide all the nec-

essary data that will be needed to create a digital twin
of an extant entity. e.g., if a physician wants to create
a digital twin of a particular patient’s heart, then the
system needs to provide all the forthcoming data of
that patient’s sensor, diagnose test, surgery, check up
prescription, and other pertinent data of the heart of that
patient till that time.

F2. Users can share their private data with entities inside
the jurisdiction of the system, which should be
corroborated.

F3. The system must check that the storing of dynamic data
from IoT devices is consistent.

F4. The system should be integrated with a private
blockchain infrastructure for the implemention of
Digital Twin functionalities so that clinical transac-
tions can be carried out satisfying different security
requirements.

F5. Each entity will be introduced with a unique ID in the
system to accumulate all the pertinent data throughout
the system.

2) SECURITY REQUIREMENTS (SR)
S1. The system should ensure that only the authenticated

and authorized users can access the corresponding
data and participate in an activity. This mitigates T1
and T6.

S2. Data needs to be managed and distributed securely to
ensure the integrity, authenticity, and confidentiality of
that data. This can mitigate T2, T3, and T4.

S3. The system should take protective measures against any
DoS attack so that it can deter T5.

S4. The system must take protective measures against any
replay attack in order to mitigate the T7 threat.

S5. The system must be monitoring the misuse of resources
and will restrict the users from overusing services. This
will obviate T8.
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3) PRIVACY REQUIREMENTS (PR)
To remedy the privacy threats, privacy requirements
play an important role. We present these requirements
below:
P1. The system must ensure that each transaction must be

carried out only with the user’s consent. This mitigates
T9 threat.

P2. The system must provide selective disclosure attribute
privileges to its users so that the users can choose which
fraction of data is needed to be shared. This mitigates
T10 threat.

VI. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Before diving into the system architecture let us discuss some
of the assumptions we have considered to successfully deploy
the proposed system.
Assumption 1: The hospitals, which will be following the

protocols of HDT , need to adopt adequate technologies to be
under the support ofHDT , otherwise, it would not be possible
to get the services of DT.
Assumption 2: The peripheral hospitals which are not

under HDT need to have at least proper storage facilities,
compatible servers, and government ordinance to comply
with the proposed system so that HDT can extract patient’s
data from the peripheral hospitals.
Assumption 3: To acquire the patient data from outside the

system, there are a set of APIs available within the outside
system which can provide a patient’s data if all requirements
are met.
Assumption 4: The system can only be deployed in align-

ment with the government of the territory or nationwide for
better access and data portability.

The architecture of the proposed system is illustrated in
Figure 5. In the architecture, the connection among the users
and the equipment with the private blockchain platform for
a hospital h ∈ H has been shown where H is a set of
hospitals using the proposed Healthcare DT system, HDT ,
as per Assumption 1. Physicians, patients, and all other stake-
holders affiliated with the healthcare services are considered
as users and have the amenity (only the authorized one) to
interact with the blockchain. In the same manner, sensors
and other IoT devices will send data pertinent to users to
different components of the architecture, consequently the
raw data will be stored in an off-chain database and their
hash values and metadata will be stored as transactions in
blockchain. To extract patient and other important data from
peripheral hospitals, there will be a System, S. HP is the set
of peripheral hospitals which are not underHDT andmatches
Assumption 2.With the help of S, hospitalsH can extract data
from the outer hospitals HP, which has been depicted in the
architecture in Figure 5. By holistically looking at the archi-
tecture, it can be perceived that there are 4 main components:
Hospitals, Decentralized Application (DApp), System S, and
Blockchain platform. Next, the components will be explained
elaborately.

A. HOSPITALS
There are two types of hospitals in our architecture: one is
governed by Healthcare DT (HDT ) and the other one is not.
H is denoted as the set of hospitals which are under the
jurisdiction of HDT and connected to the blockchain. Now
a hospital, h ∈ H , has two properties. They are:
• User: According to our provided data model, patients,
physicians, surgeons, anesthetists, assistants, nurses, and
administrators are the users of a hospital. With special
permissions which are conferred to the users by the
administrators, users can query or write data on the
blockchain. They can also request external data from
outside of HDT .

• Equipment: There are a myriad of IoT devices, which
are test, monitoring, and sensor devices in a hospital.
By interacting with blockchain, this equipment sends
their dynamic or periodical data.

There is another type of hospital called peripheral hospitals
denoted as HP, which are not under the jurisdiction of HDT .
But, hospitals’ (H ) users of HDT can extract data from HP.
When the data is needed, it can be accumulated with proper
structure through the system, S under HDT .

B. DApp
All the hospital (H ) users in our proposed architecture con-
stantly need to interact with blockchain for querying and han-
dling data. Normal web applications do not contain necessary
tools or APIs to connect with blockchain and also blockchain
runs on a distributed environment so the applications need
to be apt enough to function on the same environment. For
this reason, DApp, a decentralized application, can assist the
users to interact with the blockchain. A DApp can run as
a web server and by doing so it can render APIs to web
applications which leads to a connection with the blockchain
platform. In Figure 5, all the users of the hospital (h) are
connected to the blockchain via a DApp. There are a raft
of IoT devices in the hospital generating dynamic and peri-
odical data. This cluster of data will also be transferred to
the blockchain through DApp, for this reason, the pieces of
equipment of hospitals are also connected through DApp to
the blockchain. DApp can also interact with smart contracts
by transactions but a peer node will be the middleman. So,
with the help of blockchain APIs, the DApp transactions will
run on the blockchain platform and all the physical entities
will be converged with the blockchain platform.

C. SYSTEM, S
In general, patients will have former healthcare data stored in
other hospitals (HP) and to access that data, there will be a
set of systems, S corresponding to each peripheral hospital.
This S will render the chance to access the data from pre-
viously mentioned peripheral hospitals HP with the consent
of specific data owners and the bridge between HDT and the
external systems. Therewill be aDApp for each hospital inH ,
by which users can connect to each system in S with the help
of APIs according to Assumption 3. As the data is already
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FIGURE 5. High-level architecture.

stored in some data storage, when the data is necessary it can
be brought back to HDT . For this reason, there is no need
to store the data again in the blockchain. With our proposed
data model from Section IV, most of the Pre-Hospital Admit
Data (PHA) from Equation (6) can be collected in a codified
way via a system in S.

D. BLOCKCHAIN PLATFORM
Blockchain platform is one of the core components in our
proposed Healthcare DT system (HDT ). Hospital user and
equipment are clients according to the blockchain network
and are linked to the blockchain platform through DApp.
When a client wants to read, write or delete data with the
means of a transaction request, DApp invokes the peer node
to get a response against the transaction request. After that,

the transaction response gets distributed to all the nodes in
the blockchain network for validation. All the transaction
requests, responses, and endorsements are stored as a block
in blockchain in an immutable way. After adding a block, the
blockchain also updates the records of current state for all the
entities in the network according to the transactions in that
specific block for faster data query. In terms of equipment
generated dynamic and periodical data and user generated
large amount of data, constantly creating transactions will be
a burden for blockchain and will lag the system. Additionally,
immutably storing patient healthcare data in the blockchain
is not advisable and against some of the well-established
regulations [69]. For this reason, the collected raw data will
be stored in an off-chain database. But to keep the integrity
of the data flow, a transaction will be compiled with the
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hash of the collected data, metadata, and the index of the
off-chain database in the blockchain and the current state
will be updated. Moreover, an amenity to delete or update
data is available for HDT . After updating or deleting the
raw data in the off-chain database, a new transaction will be
compiled with the new hash, metadata, and indexes. In HDT ,
all the clients of the blockchain network will be provided
with certificates. With this any type of client like patients
or sensors can be recognized by the system and assessed
consequently. There will be a raft of users in the system
and the data owners need to share their data among entities.
Bymaking policies, data access control can be defined among
entities. The access control is not only confined in the scope
of only one hospital, data can be shared through blockchain
with other hospitals which are under HDT ’s support.

VII. PROTOCOL FLOW
As we are using private blockchain for HDT , no one can
participate in the system without administrators’ consent.
So, all the data flow will be considered between the legit
members who are or will be accepted by the administrators.
In this section, we will provide the protocol flow of different
components inHDT . Before illustrating the protocol flow we
introduce the necessary notations in Table 4 and data model
in Table 5.

A. DATA MODEL
All the activities of the users in the system can be aggre-
gated as request which is denoted as req in Table 5. req
consists of type and data. TYPE denotes different request
types from users to the system and type ∈ TYPE . More-
over, DATA represents the corresponding data of TYPE and
data ∈ DATA. Whenever a req will be completed, a corre-
sponding responsereq, a natural response, will be provided
by the system. Additionally, there may be some system gen-
erated data which need to be returned to the user denot-
ing returnedData. The resp will contain necessary response
data (responsereq) and other additional data (returnedData)
against the req. There are few types of req for which there
will be no returnedData except responsereq for resp, and for
these types of resp, returnedData will contain null (∅) value.
TYPE, DATA, and resp are defined in Table 5.
In TYPE , registration denotes the action when a new user

tries to join the system, consequently regisData in DATA
contains the provided data by the user which is defined in
Table 5. ha in regisData is the hash of the provided password,
ha = H (password) and the userName is the provided name
by the entity whichwill work as an identifier for the entity as a
user. There are different types of entities like nurse or patient,
so entities need to apply in a category, userType, it wants
to join. When a user u ∈ U will be accepted as an entity
in the blockchain network, responsereq and returnedData
will be generated. The returnedData for registration type
req will mainly contain Ku (public key), K−1u (private key),
permissions, and certificate for the new user u. One legit
user may use others’ public key for some malicious purposes

TABLE 4. Cryptographic and other notations.

for that reason administrator ad ∈ AD will give a signature
with the hash value of userName, userType, and Ku to entitle
them for the designated user u. By doing this, it will signify
that the Ku is corresponded to that userName and userType.
In certificate, user will be provided with this signature andKu
and it is defined in Table 5. There are different types of users
with various degrees of access control. To codify this access
control, each user will be provided with definite permissions.
permissions is a set subsuming attributes and values regarding
the data set, mentioned in Section IV, to do read, write, and
write operation. In the definition of permissions in Table 5,
q ∈ PDphdt from Equation (20) and ad ∈ AD.
During login type of req, userName and ha will be

taken from u and matched with u’s userName and ha from
regisData. A patient type user can request to check the cur-
rent health status of a patient, denoted as hsquery and the
corresponding data is hsQData. According to the scope of
our system model, a user can only query the data available
according to the data model presented in Section IV. By pro-
viding userName, conditions (cn, here n = 1, 2, . . . , k or 0,
where, k is the number of available conditions to make the
request for data), and time (t) for hsQData, a hsquery type
req can be made. After the successful compilation of the
req, an automatic response responsereq with the resultant
returnedData will be sent back to u. loginData and hsQData
are defined in Table 5.
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TABLE 5. Data model.

Whenever a user wants to write or update health data
in blockchain, there will be a transaction to convey the
request hdatawrite. The user needs to provide its userName
as identity, the data (q ∈ {PDDph ∪ SOPph } from
Equation (11) and (19)) it wants to write, the new data wdt ∈
WDT in encrypted form {wdt}Ku , and the user signature
({H ({wdt}Ku )}K−1u

) of the hash value of new encrypted data,
collectively can be represented as writeData which corre-
sponds to the req type hdatawrite. WDT is the set of all
newly unassigned generated data, where xx is the necessary
data to complete the data set according to the data model
defined in Section IV. For this req in the resp, there will be
no returnedData except a responsereq corresponds to the req.
The writeData is defined in Table 5. In the same manner for
delete request, by providing userName, q, and {H (q)}K−1u

as
deleteData, the data owner can delete data from off-chain
database consequently the action will be updated in the
blockchain. For delete type req there will be only responsereq.
The deleteData is defined in Table 5. There will be another
type of request, sharing certain personal data with another
user denoted as share. To make this request shareData con-
tains requester’s userName (reqr), data owner’s userName
(appr), the data properties (q ∈ PDphdt ), and the signature
of the requester ({H (q)}K−1R

) to make the share type req. The

shareData is defined in Table 5.

B. ALGORITHM
We present the algorithms of HDT smart contracts in
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. The prime functionalities of
our system are registration, login, health state query, write
data, and data share operation. The start function is the
starting point for smart contracts in both Algorithm 1 and
Algorithm 2. Depending on the type of the request (req),
different functions are called in smart contracts (Line 1 to
Line 8 in Algorithm 1 and Line 1 to Line 10 in Algorithm 2).
In terms of Algorithm 1, after retrieving the data (Line 2), any
of the two functions, regisFunc or loginFunc will execute if
nothing goes wrong. Here, the loginFunc encodes the logic
for the login functionality whereas the regisFunc encodes

the registration functionality. After the completion of exe-
cuting a function, resp will be returned to DApp (Line 10).
On the other hand, the smart contract in Algorithm 2 will
handle three functions denoting hsqueryFunc, writeFunc,
and dataShareFunc. hsqueryFunc deals with the retrieval of
health state query data from blockchain as well as exter-
nal systems. The writeFunc encodes the functionalities for
writing data and the dataShareFunc deals with recording
data sharing properties. When the start receives a req it will
retrieve data the same way before (Line 2). Depending on the
req type, the corresponding functions will be called and after
the execution resp will be sent back to DApp (Line 12).

C. PROTOCOL FLOW
Now, we depict the protocol flow illustrating user interactions
with different functions of HDT .

1) REGISTRATION PROTOCOL
To participate, a user must register following the protocol
presented in Table 6 and illustrated in Figure 6. The req for
the registration request is comprised of registration type and
regisData. The userName, userType, the hash of password
(ha), and constituentID are provided in the regisData. New
users, who will register in a hospital h ∈ H under hdt ∈
HDT and was involved with the services under a peripheral
hospital, hp ∈ HP, for them h needs to create a gateway
through system, s ∈ S, to access external data specially PHAps
(Equation (6)) of the patients from hp. For this reason, users
need to provide their national digital constituent number with
which the users can be recognizable to the outer systems
according to Assumption 4.With this digital constituent num-
ber (constituentID) hospitalH can request data for respective
users from peripheral hospitalsHP by the means of system S.
• Step 1: According to the registration protocol, the first
messageM1 defined in Table 6, a new user sends a nonce
(N1) and the req encrypted with the public key (KD) of
DApp (D) to the DApp (D) over an HTTPS channel.
Step 2: Receiving the message, D decrypts the request
with its private key (K−1D ) and forwards the request to
smart contracts (SC) (M2 in Table 6). Now, regisFunc
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Algorithm 1 Smart Contracts of Healthcare Digital Twin:
Registration and Login

Input: req : Request from the user
Ouput: resp : Response against the req

1: function start(req)
2: this.data = req.data;
3: if (req.type == registration) then
4: resp = regisFunc(data);
5: else if (req.type == login) then
6: resp = loginFunc(data);
7: else
8: return error ;
9: end if

10: return resp to DApp;
11: end function
12: function regisFunc(data)
13: uName = data.userName;
14: uType = data.userType;
15: uHashPassword = data.ha;
16: uglobalId = data.constituentID;
17: ujson = {Type : uName,Password :

uHashPassword,NationalID : uglobalId)};
18: putState(uName, ujson); F Store into blockchain
19: permissions = System provided ;
20: responsereq = Successfully Registered;
21: returnedData = permissions;
22: resp = responsereq + returnedData;
23: return resp;
24: end function
25: function loginFunc(data)
26: uName = data.userName;
27: uHashPassword = getState(uName); F Retrieve

form blockchain
28: if (uHashPassword == data.ha) then
29: responsereq = Successfully Logged In;
30: else
31: responsereq = Error;
32: end if
33: return responsereq;
34: end function

function in Algorithm 1 handles the provided regisData
firstly by extracting it (from Line 13 to Line 16).
Step 3:After that, SC aggregates the user data in Line 17
and stores it into blockchain (BCH) according to mes-
sageM3 in Table 6 (Line 18).
Step 4: Later, BCH creates a transaction and returns
TRUE for a successful completion of registration (M4 in
Table 6). Then, SC provides an access control set enti-
tled as permissions in Line 19 and the returndedData
contains it (Line 21). A general response according to
the req which is ‘‘Successfully Registered’’ is being
provided as responsereq (Line 20).

Algorithm 2 Smart Contracts of Healthcare Digital Twin:
Health State Query, Health Data Write, and Sharing Data

Input: req : Request from the user
Ouput: resp : Response against the req

1: function start(req)
2: this.data = req.data;
3: if (req.type == hsquery) then
4: resp = hsqueryFunc(data);
5: else if (req.type == hdatawrite) then
6: resp = writeFunc(data);
7: else if (req.type == share) then
8: resp = shareFunc(data);
9: else
10: return error ;
11: end if
12: return resp to DApp;
13: end function
14: function hsqueryFunc(data)
15: uName = data.userName;
16: uconditions = data.cn;
17: utime = data.t;
18: ujson = getState(uName); F Retrieve the metadata

for the user from blockchain
19: Index = Finding out the locations for the queried data

from ujson;
20: return Index;
21: end function
22: function writeFunc(data)
23: uName = data.userName;
24: uDataProperty = data.q;
25: uIndex = data.Index;
26: boolean x = Store new data with a transaction and

return a Boolean;
27: if (x == TRUE) then
28: responsereq = Transaction Successful;
29: else
30: responsereq = Transaction Failed;
31: end if
32: return responsereq;
33: end function
34: function shareRecordFunc(data)
35: urequester = data.repr ;
36: uapprover = data.appr ;
37: umetadata = data.q;
38: usignature = data.{H (q)}K−1R

;
39: ujson = getState(uapprover); F Retrieve the

metadata for the user from blockchain
40: Index = Finding out the locations for the requested

data from ujson;
41: shareRecordjson = {Sender : uapprover,Receiver :

urequester,Data : umetadata, Sign : usignature};
42: Store shareRecordjson into blockchain with a trans-

action and returns a Boolean;
43: return Index;
44: end function
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TABLE 6. Registration protocol.

Step 5: Then a final response resp containing
responsereq and returndedData is being returned to
D in Line 23 and it is defined as message M5 in
Table 6. Next, D generates a pair of public and pri-
vate key (Ku and K−1u ) for user u which is illustrated
in Figure 6. An administrator, ad ∈ AD signs the
hash of Ku, userName, and userType, collectively
denoted as certificate. Now, returnedData includesK−1u ,
certificate, and permissions (illustrated in Figure 6).
Step 6: Finally, the updated resp and hash of resp signed
({H (resp)}K−1D

) by D is being returned to u over an
HTTPS channel (M6 in Table 6). The user stores its
public and private keys in device for any future corre-
spondence.

2) LOGIN PROTOCOL
Every user must log in before accessing the system. The user
u will provide loginData incorporating userName and hash
password (ha) in a login type req. With this request, start
relays the data to loginFunc where the request is being han-
dled (from Line 26 to Line 33 in Algorithm 1). A successful
validation will sign in the user to the system. For security,
every request and response between the user and the DApp
are transmitted over an HTTPS channel.

3) HealthState QUERY PROTOCOL
The health state query follows the protocol represented in
Table 7 and Table 8. For this request, the req consists of
type hsquery and hsQData, containing the data corresponds
to hsquery. As we are developing a patient centric system,
so for this research scope only the patient type u can make
this type of query. hsQData contains the userName of the
patient type user who is making the request for checking
health state, conditions (cn), and the time frame (t) of the
requested data. cn contains the available predefined condi-
tions. For example, if a user u, who is a patient, wants to query
(hsquery) about surgery data then u will provide userName,
cn (c1 = Surgery− Information, c2 = Surgery− Type), and
tentative time period t of the requested data as the hsQData.
After the successful compilation of the req, automated

responsereq is being generated with returnedData. Here, the
returnedData comprises of a set of data regarding the request,
denoting ZZp.thdt , which is defined in Table 4. Here, ZZp.thdt
represents an aggregated data set ZZ under system hdt ∈
HDT for patient p ∈ P (here, p = u) where the cn conditions
are evaluated for the time period t and ZZp.thdt ⊆ PDphdt from
Equation (20). The resultant data, ZZp.thdt = { ZZ

p.t
h ∪ ZZ

p.t
s }

TABLE 7. HealthState query protocol under system H .

TABLE 8. HealthState query protocol under system S.

where ZZp.th is the result data set coming from off-chain
database under system h ∈ H and ZZp.ts is coming from
outside HDT which falls under system s ∈ S. According
to the mentioned scenario, ZZp.thdt will contain all the relevant
data regarding that specific Surgery−Type for p under system
h and s: {POAp.th ∪ ST p.th ∪ SOSp.th ∪ SSFp.th ∪ PSGp.ts }.
Here, PSGp.ts comes from ZZp.ts and other data sets come
from ZZp.th . Though, the data will come in encrypted form
so without the designated user no one can read the resultant
data. By not providing any cn, patients can query all the data.
Now it is understandable that, the actions will conduct under
h and outsideHDT under s, for this reason, the flow has been
divided into two parts (Table 7 and Table 8 for system h and s
respectively). Assuming user u is logged in and will compile
the request disregard of which system data is coming from.

• Step 1 for both h and s:According to the samemessage
M1 defined in Table 7 and Table 8, u sends the req
encrypted with the public key (KD) of DApp (D) to the
DApp (D) under hospital h.

• Step 2 for both h and s:After completion of the decryp-
tion process, hsQData containing userName, cn, and t
will be assessed in D and depending on the required data
sources D will forward it to either smart contracts (SC)
(M2 in Table 7) or DApp (Ds) connected to system, S
(M2 in Table 8) or both.

• Step 3 for h: The req that is passed on to SC is being
handled by hsqueryFunc starting with the retrieval of
hsQData data (from Line 15 to Line 17) in Algorithm 2.
Then SC retrieves all the data pertinent to uName from
Blockchain (BCH) in Line 18 (M3 in Table 7) which
returns the ujson data set according toM4 in Table 7.

• Step 4 for h: After finding out the Index locations from
the ujson for the queried data in Line 19, SC returns the
Index number to D in congruous with M5 in Table 7
(Line 20).
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FIGURE 6. Registration flow.

• Step 5 for h: Without changing anything, D also relays
the Index number toward database (ODB) according to
M6 in Table 7.

• Step 6 for h: Then, ODB retrieves the Indexs’ encrypted
data ({ZZp.th }Ku ) as depicted in Figure 7 and returns it
to D (M7 in Table 7).

• Step 3 for s: On the other hand, in terms of Ds, after
receiving the req from Step 2, Ds forwards it to periph-
eral hospital (hps) with the help of APIs (M3 in Table 8).

• Step 4 for s: The hps conducts the necessary processing
and sends back the resultant encrypted data {ZZp.ts }Ku to
Ds in congruous withM4 in Table 8.

• Step 5 for s: Without any alteration, Ds relays back the
data to D according to messageM5 in Table 8.

The DApp (D) aggregates both received data ({ZZp.th }Ku
and {ZZp.ts }Ku ) and stores it as returnedData ({ZZp.th }Ku ∪

{ZZp.ts }Ku ). Moreover, depending on the result of the query
request a general respnsereq is created and after that D returns
the encapsulated resp with its signature ({H (resp)}K−1D

) to u

(M8 in Table 7 and M6 in Table 8 concurrently). For
security concerns all the data interactions from user to
DApp are over an HTTPS channel. After decrypting all the
queried data, the mentioned resultant data can be achieved,
ZZp.thdt = { ZZ

p.t
h ∪ ZZp.ts }.

4) WRITE DATA PROTOCOL
Now we present the protocol flow for writing data on
blockchain. The process follows the protocol flow of Table 9.

• Step 1: User u sends req encrypted with the public
key (KD) of DApp (D) as well as a nonce (N1) to
DApp (D) according to the messageM1 in Table 9 over
an HTTPS channel.

• Step 2: Firstly, D decrypts the req subsuming hdatawrite
and writeData. writeData contains userName, data
property (z), the encrypted new data {wdt}Ku , and the
signature {H ({wdt}Ku )}K−1u

. One notable point is that
user cannot change the data under System, S as that
data has only read operation access to all users. To write
or update, user needs to specify which data (q ∈
{PDphdt\PHA

p
s }) from data model he wants to write

or update with the new data. After that, D sends the
encrypted data ({wdt}Ku ) to off-chain database (ODB)
according toM2 in Table 9.

• Step 3: ODB stores the encrypted data and returns the
Index number of the stored data to D (M3 in Table 9).

• Step 4: Now D replaces the encrypted data property of
writeData with Index number and forwards the req to
smart contracts (SC) (M4 in Table 9).

• Step 5:The hdatawrite type reqwill be handled by func-
tion writeFunc in Algorithm 2. At first, SC extracts the
data fromwriteData (from Line 23 to Line 25). Then SC
stores the data into blockchain (BCH) by providing the
desideratum data according toM5 in Table 9 (Line 26).

• Step 6:BCH creates a transaction for writing the health-
care data on ODB and for a successful transaction
operation a Boolean response is being returned to SC
(M6 in Table 9).
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FIGURE 7. HealthState query flow under system H .

• Step 7: A general response (responsereq) ‘‘Transaction
Successful’’ otherwise ‘‘Transaction Failed’’ will be
provided based on the Boolean result (from Line 27 to
Line 30). There is no retunrnedData because there is
no additional data for this req. The resp encapsulating
responsereq is being returned to D from SC according
to M7 in Table 9.

• Step 8: Now, after signing the hash of resp, D returns
{N1, resp, {H (resp)}K−1D

} to user in congruous with
M8 in Table 9 over an HTTPS channel.

5) DELETE DATA PROTOCOL
The protocol flow for deleting data follows the protocol flow
of Table 10 and is illustrated in Figure 8.
• Step 1: User and data owner u sends the req encrypted
with the public key (KD) of DApp (D) and a nonce (N1)
to the D in accordance with M1 in Table 10 over an
HTTPS channel.

• Step 2: After decrypting the req, D forwards it to SC
according toM2 in Table 10.

• Step 3:Now, SC sends the userName and Data Property
to blockchain (BCH) in accordance with M3 which is
illustrated in Figure 8.

• Step 4: Then, SC retrieves the Index information of the
data from BCH (M4 in Table 10).

• Step 5: SC returns the Index to D (M5 in Table 10).
• Step 6: Without changing anything, D sends the Index
number to off-chain database (ODB) in congruous
with M6 in Table 10.

• Step 7:ODB deletes the specified Index data and returns
TRUE to D in accordance with M7 which is depicted
in Figure 8.

• Step 8: Now D confirms the deletion request to SC
(M8 in Table 10).

• Step 9: For auditing and to stop any repudiation action,
SC sends the deletion record and {H (q)}K−1u

to BCH to
create a transaction according toM9 in Figure 8.

• Step 10: After the compilation of transaction, BCH
returns a Boolean result (M10 in Table 11) and SC
sends resp containing responsereq to D in accordance
with M11 as illustrated in Figure 8.

• Step 11: Finally, after signing the hash of resp, D returns
{N1, resp, {H (resp)}K−1D

} to u in congruous withM12 in
Table 10 over an HTTPS channel.

6) SHARE DATA PROTOCOL
The protocol flow for sharing data follows the protocol flow
of Table 11 and is illustrated in Figure 9. To share data with
other users, the protocol starts with the requester R, creating
share type req and shareData contains all the correspond-
ing data of share which are requester R’s userName (reqr),
approver A’s userName (appr) whowill provide the data, data
property or metadata (q ∈ PDphdt ), and signature {H (q)}K−1R

.
The data under system, S can also be accessible in the same
way which is not shown.

• Step 1: User R sends the req encrypted with the pub-
lic key (KD) of DApp (D) and a nonce (N1) to the
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TABLE 9. Write data protocol.

FIGURE 8. Delete data protocol.

DApp (D) in congruous with M1 in Table 11 over an
HTTPS channel.

• Step 2:After decrypting the req, D forwards it to the data
owner or approver (A) according toM2 in Table 11.

• Step 3: After reaching the req to A, it can be dropped or
gone forward with the consent of A. If, A wants to share
the requested data, it sends the req to D encrypting it
with D’s public key according to M3 in Table 11 and it
is also illustrated in Figure 9.

• Step 4: After that, D relays the req to smart con-
tracts (SC) (M4 in Table 11), subsequently it is being
handled by shareRecordFunc in Algorithm 2, starting
with retrieving data from shareData (from Line 35 to
Line 38).

• Step 5: Now, SC sends the approver’s userName
(uapprover) to blockchain (BCH) in accordance with
M5 in Table 11.

• Step 6: Then, SC retrieves the relevant data for A from
BCH which is ujson in Line 39 (M6 in Table 11).

• Step 7: The Index locations of the mentioned data
have been processed in Line 40. To record the share
information, the necessary data is being aggregated as
shareRecordjson and SC sends the data again to BCH to
create a transaction according toM7 in Table 11.

• Step 8: After the compilation of transaction, BCH
returns a Boolean result in Line 42 (M8 in Table 11).

• Step 9:Then SC returns the Index to D in Line 43 (M9 in
Table 11).

• Step 10:Without changing anything, D sends the Index
number to off-chain database (ODB) in congruous with
(M10 in Table 11).

TABLE 10. Delete data protocol.

TABLE 11. Share data protocol.

• Step 11: ODB retrieves the specified data {ZZp.th }KA
which is encrypted by A’s public key (depicted in
Figure 9) and returns it to D in accordance withM11 in
Table 11.

• Step 12: Now D stores the acquired data as
returnedData′ and provides a ‘‘Transaction Successful’’
response as response′req (illustrated in Figure 9). After
that, D sends the encapsulated resp′ to the data owner
signing the hash of the resp′ over an HTTPS channel
(M12 in Table 11).

• Step 13: A decrypts the returnedData′ and re-encrypts
({ZZp.th }KR ) with the requester R’s public key before
sending it back to D with a signature of the new formed
resp’s hash over an HTTPS channel in congruous with
M13 in Table 11.

• Step 14: Lastly, the requested data is being sent to
requester R by D over an HTTPS channel (M14 in
Table 11). Now, R can decrypt the data with its private
key (K−1R ) and can access it.

VIII. DISCUSSION
In this Section, we explore how the HDT system has sat-
isfied its different requirements and the credibility of it,
discuss its advantages and disadvantages, provide a com-
parison between our proposal with other existing works
and how it is partially in-align with HIPAA and GDPR
regulations and some plausible future works with some
limitations.
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FIGURE 9. Share data flow.

A. ANALYSING REQUIREMENTS
At first we analyze how HDT satisfies the defined require-
ments of Section V.

1) FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
By correctly making a hsquery request (Section VII-C3),
HDT facilitates a user to gather all the necessary data to create
a digital twin, consequently satisfying F1. The share request
(Section VII-C6) enables the sharing of personal data among
entities and hence satisfies F2. By keeping the hash of each
off-chain data as a transaction in the blockchain, F3 is satis-
fied. HDT is based on a private blockchain platform which
processes all the transactions in an immutable manner which
satisfies F4. During the registration request (Section VII-C1),
a userName attribute will be accepted by both the user and the
system as a unique ID for that specific user. This satisfies F5.

2) SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
According to the defined protocol flow of Section VII, a user
needs to be registered and then authenticated to access the

system. However, the administrator of the system will need
to enforce adequate access control rules so that only autho-
rized users can access a service or data. By doing these,
S1 requirement can be satisfied.

All data between the user and the DApp, are transmitted
over secure HTTPS channels which ensures the confiden-
tiality of the data. Even though we propose to store data in
an off-chain database, the hash of each data is stored in the
blockchain, which ensures the integrity of the data. In addi-
tion, every request from the user is digitally signed to ensure
authenticity. All these combinedly can satisfy S2. HDT is
based on a private blockchain platformwhich does not exhibit
any single point of failure, however, individual nodes can be
the victim of a DoS attack rather than the full network [70].
Indeed, DoS attacks such as Transaction flooding and Spam
requests can be tackled, as the system will be governed by
a blockchain consensus algorithm where each transaction
and user requests will go thorough a filtering process. This
can minimize the threat of a DoS attack. This can partially
satisfy S3. However, to fully deter DoS attacks or reduce it
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to a minimum level, additional measures might be required.
We propose to use nonces in every step of our protocol to
guard against any replay attack, consequently satisfying S4.
A rigorous access control mechanism can be used to monitor
the resource consumption of every single user which in turn
can satisfy S5.

3) PRIVACY REQUIREMENTS
The requests that will generate transactions in the blockchain,
e.g., hdatawrite or share, require a user to sign the transaction
with their private key. Transactions without the signature
will be considered as an invalid transaction and will not
be recorded. This signing mechanism will imply the user’s
consent for any particular request and hence, satisfies P1. For
a share request (Section VII-C6), users do not need to give
access to all the personal data. Users can define the range
of data that need to be shared with the help of data property
parameters of share request. As a result, it will fulfil P2.

B. FEASIBILITY OF HDT
At first glance, storing data in an off-chain database and
updating the blockchain with the corresponding metadata
concurrently seems implausible against a large number of
requests. Therefore, it is important to analyze the feasibility
of the proposed system.

However, the feasibility will also depend on which private
blockchain platform is being used during the implementation
phase. For this particular example, we are using Hyperledger
Fabric, a state-of-the-art private blockchain platform [71].
The organizational aspect of Hyperledger Fabric [46] meets
our multi-domain proposal scenario. As by design, HDT
stores the data off-chain and stores the metadata, index, and
other necessary information in blockchain, this consequently
reduces the weights (memory size) of the transactions to store
the blocks. Several researches have reported that the perfor-
mance in terms of transaction per second (tps) of the Hyper-
ledger Fabric is quite impressive. For example, authors in [72]
reported a tps of 20000 by introducing a novel consensus
algorithm for Hyperledger Fabric. To add, Hyperledger Fab-
ric supports a pluggable consensus algorithm feature, mean-
ing it can accommodate different consensus algorithms for
different applications. Another research by Purbo et al. [73]
reported a favourable performance of Hyperledger Fabric in
comparison to MySQL database. Also, a comparatively low
fault tolerance requirement of a digital twin system can be
effectively satisfied using a blockchain system for providing
the core functionalities and using a distributed database for
storing off-chain data.

The improvement in performance and scalability of
blockchain systems is an active research area. We strongly
believe that many future blockchain systems (both private and
public) will be comparable with many traditional databases in
different performance matrices.

C. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
Healthcare DT (HDT ) provides some advantages as bellow:

• HDT extracts only the external data that needs to be
collected from outside systems in a predefined way with
the consent of the data owners and requester. In this way,
the system is more efficient and can collect data without
any data conversion techniques.

• The proposed HDT system is the first system of its
kind which is based on a concrete mathematical model.
The rigorous mathematical model ensures that data from
multitude sources are collected and taken into consider-
ation while creating a health digital twin for a user.

• With the feature of aggregating data from externalHDT,
the system is not only confined with the data from an
internal system, which renders an effective measure for
healthcare sectors.

• The data can be shared among hospitals or other entities
with proper synchronization with the help of defined
requests.

• Residing all the raw data in an off-chain database,
blockchain does not have to be burdened with insur-
mountable data, whichmakes the system faster andmore
convenient.

• By utilizing a private blockchain, all the features
of blockchain, such as decentralization, transparency,
immutable transaction data, and other benefits can be
achieved.

However, the current development has some disadvantages as
presented below:
• At this point, there is only read access to the external
patient data that is stored outside the system. By building
a system with a proper access control mechanism and a
set of APIs, this issue can be resolved.

• As per our proposal, data is stored in an off-chain
database. So, there is a high chance of a threat to
availability. To ensure that there is no single point of
failure, distributed databases such as BigchainDB [74]
or IPFS [75] can be utilized. However, proper security
measures must be ensured to facilitate this in such cases.

• Certain patient health data need to be pre-shared with
other entities of the HDT with the consent of the corre-
sponding patient which is not introduced in the proposed
model. Some other security threats can arise from this
amenity if it is incorporated without due considerations.

D. COMPARISON
Now we present a comparison between our proposed HDT
with other recent research works based on some evaluation
criteria. The selected criteria and the comparison is pre-
sented in Table 12. We have used notation ‘‘◦’’ to indicate
a research work is out of scope for corresponding criterion
while the notation ‘‘∗’’ implies the corresponding criterion
is not needed for the research work. The notation ‘‘ ’’ rep-
resents there is nothing mentioned regarding the criterion
for that specific research work. Moreover, the notation ‘‘ ’’
means the criterion is needed but not considered for the
corresponding research work.We have used the notation ‘‘ ’’
to denote a research work has considered the criterion while
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developing the work but not provided any explicit informa-
tion, whereas, the notation ‘‘ ’’ represents that the work has
fully considered the corresponding criterion and has been
implemented.

A few observations can be made from Table 12:

• From the perspective of user identity and authentica-
tion, it can be perceived from Table 12 that most of
the research works lack any authentication or identity
mapping mechanism, whereas our proposed system has
proper authentication and secure identity storage facility
with the help of defined protocol flow in Section VII.

• Collecting data through different sources without any
ambiguity is the most prominent and fundamental task
for developing a solid structure of digital twin. Having
a predefined data model can facilitate collecting and
storing of this insurmountable amount of data. Among
the mentioned research works, [54] and [56] have devel-
oped a few data models to acquire data in defined ways,
though, there was no delineation of the used data mod-
els. On the contrary, from the perspective of a patient,
we have presented a concrete mathematical data model
with a practical use case in Section IV.

• Depending on the collection of data, there may need
of some data conversion before using the data for ana-
lyzing. Some of the selected works have used data
pre-processing techniques for refining acquired data.
For the scope of our proposed system, we have not
discussed anything regarding data pre-processing tech-
nique as most of the data will be collected in accordance
with the predefined data model.

• In terms of data sharing, most of the research do not pro-
vide any definite information. Data share is an important
criterion for a system to share data among its entities.
With the presented share data protocol in Section VII-C6
for our proposed system, data can be shared among
entities with proper integrity and confidentiality.

• Additionally, privacy is a prominent factor for handling
data inside or outside the system environment. From
the stated comparison in Table 12, we have considered
access control, encryption, and security of data for eval-
uating privacy of a system. However, all the mentioned
research works have not used all these three important
criteria while considering privacy issue.

• For different purposes, previous data of the targeted
domain can be used in many ways, e.g., patient data,
generating knowledge, isolating important features,etc.
Therefore, collecting such data is a fundamental task
with respect to the research perspective. According to
Table 12, most of the works have accumulated pre-
vious data, but the methods of collecting data are
not dynamic and mostly inefficient. On the contrary,
with our proposed system, previous data of patients
can be acquired by means of the presented system S
in Section VI-C and the HealthState Query protocol
in Section VII-C3.

From the Table 12, we can conclude that our proposed
system provides better security and privacy in comparison to
other works. Being able to collect data in a structured way,
facilitates faster data handling. Furthermore, the previous
data collection with respect to necessities and healthcare data
sharing with the help of blockchain are some novel features
from the perspective of the digital twin in the healthcare
sector which let our proposed system stand out among other
research works.

E. SYNERGY WITH HIPAA AND GDPR
There are a number of territorial and international regula-
tions for ensuring the privacy and safety of sensitive patient
health data [76]. Among these regulations, Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) [18] and the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [19] are the
prominent ones. Now, we present a short analysis how HDT
can align withHIPAA andGDPR regulations from a patient’s
perspective. There are a myriad of sub-sections within these
regulations, however, we have selectively chosen a fewwhich
are appropriate for the scope of HDT.
At first, let us discuss about how HDT can be aligned with

HIPAA’s privacy rules [77]

1) SIMILARITIES
• HIPAA states all patients need to be identifiable individ-
ually [78]. In our case, each user needs to go through
a registration request (Section VII-C1) and with the
assertion of an administrator, userType, and a system
provided certificate, not only patients but also all other
type of entities can be individually identifiable.

• According to HIPAA clause 45 CFR 164.502 (a), for a
system like HDT has to provide amenity to physicians
so that they can request access to the patient data from a
patient. With the help of share request (Section VII-C6),
a patient can share requested data with physicians.

• HIPAA administrative rule 45 CFR 164.304 states that
the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of any
patient data, which is concocted by a physician or other
healthcare personnel, needs to be ensured [79]. HDT
stores all the hash of the stored data in blockchain
which ensures the integrity of patient data. Simi-
larly, all data are encrypted while being stored in the
databasewhich ensures the confidentiality. Furthermore,
no one can read/share the data without the endorse-
ment or consent of a patient which in a way ensures
privacy.

2) DISSIMILARITIES
• HIPAA states that on certain circumstances (e.g., investi-
gation, government ordinance, etc), physicians are obli-
gated to share patient data (45 CFR 164.502 (a) (2)).
However, HDT does not comply with this rule as to
compile a transaction, a user’s request needs to be valid
and endorsed.

Now, we present our analysis between HDT and GDPR.
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TABLE 12. Comparison among some state-of-the-art digital twin research works.

3) SIMILARITIES
• Article 20 (1 (a, b), 2) of GDPR dictates that patients
have the full authority to get a copy or portability of
personal health data. HDT is compliant to this rule as
the patients are the owner of their data and share request
(Section VII-C6) facilitates a patient to share a portion
or full health data with other entities.

• GDPR Article 16 and Article 17 state that patients
have the right to update and delete patient data [80].
In the same manner, HDT provides the facility to
delete and update patient data with the means of delete
(Section VII-C5) and hdatawrite (Section VII-C4)
requests.

• According to GDPR Article 7, patients have the full
right to provide or restrict the permission to process its
healthcare data.HDT renders the patients full ownership
and access control authority over the respective patient
data.

• GDPR Article 15 (1(b, c, g), 2, 3) collectively states
that the patients will be notified if their data have been
updated, shared or disclosed to any 3rd person [81].
HDT works in harmony with this regulation as no data
can be read, written, and updated without the consent

of the patient according to the Protocol Flow described
in Section VII.

4) DISSIMILARITIES
• GDPR Article 21 states that patient has the full right to
stop processing of its data. In terms ofHDT, we have not
developed any request to restrict the process of patient
data on-process.

• GDPRArticle 24, Article 26, and Article 28 collectively
state that an entity controller will handle all the requests,
policies, data processing, etc, for patients [82]. However,
HDT system does not comply with this regulation as it
has no such entity that will govern the processes except
for blockchain consensus. However, the smart contract
handles all the requests according to the predefinedways
and hence, such a smart contract can act as a controller.

One of the crucial design goals of HDT was that no
healthcare data would be stored on-chain, rather a traditional
database would be utilized for this purpose. The implication
is that the healthcare data of a patient thus can be updated
or removed if required to enforce a corresponding regu-
lation (e.g. GDPR’s ‘right to be forgotten’). However, the
immutability of a blockchain transaction will ensure that the
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request to read/update/remove is recorded in the blockchain,
thus creating a secure audit trail. Interestingly, there are many
on going researches to facilitate the delete and edit operations
in blockchain [83]–[85].

Since we propose the usage of a traditional database, the
availability of data stored in such blockchain needs to be
ensured with appropriate technologies such as distributed
database. Another important privacy issue that must be con-
sidered is that transactions record in the blockchain do not
become a source of inference so that an authorized entity can
attain unforeseen and unwanted inference (e.g., recognising
to visit a hospital or a specialised treatment facility can be
used to infer certain diseases and other problems). A careful
consideration must be carried out while implementing the
HDT to ensure it does not happen.

F. LIMITATIONS
There are some limitations which are presented as bellow:
• There is no facility for data analysis concern, e.g., fore-
casting, health state estimation, etc. With due consider-
ation, after implementing the proposed model, it will be
taken into account.

• The proposed model does not provide any mechanism
to regulate the data generated inside the system after
deployment. Without proper services and data analysis
methods, defining the data in use of the HDT is unfath-
omable, so during the implementation phase, we will
work on it.

• On special circumstances, e.g., death, emergency, etc,
how the data disclosure or ownership will be handled
have not been taken into account.

G. FUTURE WORK
Now, we present some future works.
• The proposed systemmodel can bring a new spectrum in
the domain and in future we will develop and implement
the proposed system and examine its pragmatic influ-
ence and performance.

• As HDT can be used for simulation, forecasting and
estimation of future health conditions, it would be useful
to develop a predictive system on top of the proposed
architecture. In future, once the system has been devel-
oped, there will be scopes to explore how these aspects
can be accommodated for the proposed HDT.

• In future, we will also investigate how to add additional
features which could remove dissimilarities between
HDT and HIPAA as well as between HDT and GDPR
as mentioned in Section VIII-E.

IX. CONCLUSION
At present, many developments are going on in order to
subside the uncertain health mishaps. Artificial Intelligence,
Big data, and many more techniques are being used without
any due consideration of how this vast and diverse data can
be accumulated from the real world conveniently and store
them securely. The digital twin technology can enable an

effective way for collecting data and generating insight
through analysis. But this data, being generated through
numerous processes, needs to be systematically stored with
proper security and handled by a compact system, which can
also render all the requirements to create a digital twin in
the healthcare sector. With these motivations in mind, our
article presents a concrete mathematical model of Digital
Twin for healthcare, proposes the Healthcare Digital Twin
(HDT ) system and provides the protocol flow for the system
to coincide with the mathematical model.

The main contributions of this article are the following.
The HDT is proposed with the incentive of remedying the
segregated data collection process by incorporating a defined
mathematical data model with which patient relevant data
can be collected in a regulated way. The model has empha-
sized three core stages: Pre-Hospital Admit, Patient Disease
Diagnose, and Surgical Operative Procedure, as these stages
present the three most important stages for a patient. Next, the
architecture of the system, being integrated with blockchain,
is constructed with the defined data model in consideration,
so that users can use the data for other purposes without
any conflicts. With proper protocol flows, there are some
illustrations of how the system can be used for different use
cases.

It is understandable that, even with the state-of-the-art
technologies, a digital twin of a full patient body is still out of
reach because of the extant nuances in the human body. There
are a raft of opportunities to decrease this gap. We strongly
believe that the proposed model and system in this article
will be a step towards fulfilling this goal. In future, we will
develop the proposed system and examine its applicability
and performance.
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